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Expert Tips for Eliminating
Vehicle Downtime.
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KEEP ON ROLLING.TM

Reducing excessive down time can be a
challenge, one that often feels like
climbing a mountain of loose sand.
Amerit’s Executive Vice President of
Field Operations, Kevin Clark, offers
these insights into the most important
factors and best practices to help you
overcome high downtime.
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1:

Tip #
Prevention:
Your PM
Program
lives in the
details

Regardless of your fleet type, the main cause of unnecessary
downtime is breakdowns from wear item failures, warranty failures
and poor Preventive Maintenance practices. While we can’t control
warranty failures up front, we can control breakdowns with solid PM
Program.
Your PM Program is your best tool to preventing breakdowns but
not all PM Programs are created equal. The basis of a good,

effective PM Program is a detailed approach to defining program
details, training requirements, PM schedules and clearly defining
pull points.

Define the PM Program details and training
requirements.
Give careful consideration to the details of the processes your PM
requires. For example, if your check list says that your drag link
needs to be checked, ask yourself “is that check process clearly
defined?”
Simply saying “check drag link” is not clear enough if you want to
ensure that the particular type of wear, or possible failure, is
inspected and caught by your technician before it happens. The PM
Process should be clear on how to check each component as part
of the training. At Amerit we often use simple videos created with
the camera on a cell phone to deploy training in a consistent
manner across a large pool of employees.
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Studies show that the more we repeat

Overcoming old habits is tough. It is natural to

something the more routine it becomes, so

revert to “doing it the old way” when they are

take steps to ensure your techs are repeating

under pressure to get the vehicle back on the

the correct process they have just learned, if

road. Dedicating a little of your time to

you don’t they may be ingraining routines that

monitoring your techs’ process after a training

you do not want.

session will have long term pay backs.

A common problem experienced by Fleet
Managers everywhere is that the most

A note on building your PM
schedule.

Also, thinking through every training

experienced techs sometimes short items,

It is easy to think that the PM Schedule is the

requirement ensures a quality PM by

and don’t follow the PM Process. In order to

Program, but the Schedule is simply the

preparing your techs to perform every item

reduce downtime, consistency and quality

execution of the program details.

on the list exactly the way you want it done.

are key so it is important that all techs follow

For example, are your techs going to be

the PM process.

Tip #1
Prevention

testing for coolant additives? If so, are your

Beyond miles and hours, your PM Schedule
should be built around these additional

techs trained on handling test strips and

If you have techs who have been performing

details:

reacting to the results? Have you clearly

the process incorrectly for a length of time,

•

demonstrated the process, detailed the steps

you will need to closely monitor them and

in a training doc and ensured that everyone

coach them as they put the new process

•

Manufacturers’ recommendations

performing the PM understands the

into action.

•

The warranty on each item

requirements? Understanding that that

•

The types of fluids you use

coolant additive neglect can cause

•

Usage i.e. high idle, over the road, off

premature engine failure with piston liner

Your equipment types (including engine
type),

road etc..

deterioration makes this point even more
important.

If you add all these points into the equation
you will come to a PM interval that is tailored

When it comes to training, you also need to
make sure that you monitor the learning.

Amerit’s Fleet Managers take an active role in
monitoring new training items and coaching
correct performance.

to your assets and usage while staying within
the manufacturers’ guidelines.
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Tip #1:
Prevention
Define and set pull points for wear items.
The first step in an effective PM Program is careful consideration of the pull points for all wear items. Tires, Brakes, and belts are all items that
require a pull point based on age or wear. At Amerit we err on the side of caution and set our pull points above or before DOT requirement
thresholds. For example, we define our tire pull points to be above DOT regulations to ensure we have safe vehicles on the road.
When setting brake lining pull points, we first ensure thorough consideration of what the vehicle application is and the mileage between PMs.
Then we layer in DOT regulations and set the schedule and the pull points to remove the linings prior to the point specified in DOT
regulations, to avoid failure of the linings before the next PM.
Mileage, engine hours and age of fleet play a key role in reducing the downtime and your fleet’s ability to make the routes from PM to PM
without failure. Ensuring that you identify each pull point, staying within manufacturer’s recommendations and guidelines will dramatically
improve downtime, safety and reliability.
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PMs help prevent break downs but
once the vehicle goes down, you
need to think about what will get
the vehicle back on the road
quickly. The two biggest areas that
impact downtime, either reducing it
or extending it, are parts and labor.

2:

Tip #
A Solid
Parts Program
Availability.
The backbone of any parts program is availability. The biggest cost in any
shop is the cost of the vehicle sitting in the bay. There is no part you will
buy that is more expensive than the cost of the vehicle and the lost
revenues associated with that downtime.
The first and most important consideration is not the cost of the part but
how long it takes to procure the part. The faster you get that part in the
hands of your tech, the faster they can get that vehicle back on the road
and making money for your company.
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Tip #2:
A Solid
Parts
Program
If you are running a fleet shop, you need to

Having the right parts in stock saves time in

team draws upon a strong and wide supplier

first understand commonly used parts on

other ways- if you have stock on hand you

network which allows them to make

your type of equipment, and make sure your

do not have to stop and look up a part, write

decisions based on availability and price,

parts room is stocked adequately. You need

a special order, wait for delivery etc. By

overcoming any “out of stock” situations or

to understand usage levels of your parts

identifying it early with a usage report and

delays in delivery, and ensure the part is in

which means you need a good Fleet

stocking those parts, you can react quickly to

the techs’ hands as quickly as possible.

Maintenance System helping you track

a downed vehicle and get it back out on

frequency of use. For example if you have an

the road.

air brake valve that you’ve used three times

Also, our experts continuously weigh the
pluses and minuses of OEM and aftermarket

in the past 90 days, the system can help you

Your Supplier Network.

parts in this equation. While we never

track that, and proactively ensure you have

When it comes to parts, the old saying

recommend skimping on parts, many

stock on hand, and wont leave you waiting

“good, fast and cheap, pick two” needs to be

aftermarket parts are just as good or better

for a special order when the next vehicle

revised to “you must have all three”. At

than OEM parts and can often present a

comes in for a PM or a driver write-up for a

Amerit, our parts experts are constantly

savings in both time and dollars.

leak on an air valve.

balancing the circular equation of “the right
part, for the right price, at the right time”. Our
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3:

Tip #
Increase
labor
capacity

We understand that saying “add to your
capacity” is easier said than done, but when
downtime runs high and your current staff can’t
keep up, it’s time to consider ramping up
support services from qualified, reliable vendors.

Specialized Vendors.
When looking for outside support there are two ways to go. One is
to cherry pick services from local vendors that may specialize in a
certain asset class or a certain service. For example, if you have
several units down due to hydraulic failures, perhaps calling upon a
hydraulic specialist is a path to getting those units back up.
This approach does come with some short falls however. First is the
high price you will likely have to pay. Specialized vendors usually
charge a premium for their work not only because they have
qualified technicians but because those services also require
specialized repair tools, all of which gets rolled into your price.
Another challenge is that if you are in a busy area, this specialized
vendor may have backups of their own, creating even greater
delays in getting your unit back up and working for you.
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Tip #3:
Increase
labor
capacity
Custom and Comprehensive.

If your bays are full and your existing staff

will significantly improve your downed

A second, and frankly better option, is to

are working flat out, we can configure a

vehicles with qualified, trained and highly

partner with a provider that offers

Mobile Service Center that will work in your

skilled technicians.

comprehensive services for your fleet,

yard, never interrupting your work flow or

allowing you the freedom and flexibility to

technicians.

pass any repair orders that are aging over
to them.

If open positions is what is causing the
backup of work, Amerit’s expert team of

If your bays are full from 9-5 but you need

recruiters will find and hire the technicians

to add capacity as a night shift we can

you need. Our On-Site Direct program has

At Amerit we specialized in custom built,

provide on-site workforces that will fit right

been providing recruiting support for some

comprehensive service programs that

in. Under your management or ours, staff

of the largest and most complex fleets in the

answer the needs at each of your locations.

augmentation through on-site workforces

country, helping them scale up in new areas
and flex up for peak periods.
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Conclusion.
High downtime can become a self-perpetuating cycle. But
taking steps to ensure a strong prevention program and a
nimble, responsive parts and labor strategy will put you on
a path to overcoming the downtime challenge.

“We depend on Amerit with our very
livelihood. There are no off days for us. We
operate all day, everyday; no downtime!”
Regional Director of Fleet Operations

About Kevin Clark.
Beginning his career as a technician in the United States
Marine Corps, Mr. Clark has gone on to manage and lead
fleet maintenance organizations for over 25 years. At
Amerit, Mr. Clark has overseen various projects that include
opening new locations, implementations for new clients,
leading training on multiple fleet maintenance systems and
managing high profile, strategic accounts. In his current
role, Mr. Clark leads an 1,800+ team of field employees
nationwide, as well as overseeing operations to ensure
quality, responsiveness and customer satisfaction.

About Us.
At Amerit, we have built our reputation of being the country’s most
dependable, trustworthy and hard-working partner through our
singular focus on doing one thing, and doing it better than anyone
else- Fleet Maintenance and Repair Services.
Our renowned responsiveness, professionalism and customized
service programs are fueled by our core values of partnership and
integrity, coupled with our unrelenting drive to do whatever it takes to
keep our clients’ fleets rolling.
With over 120,000 assets under contract and more than 1,800 highly
skilled technicians and managers providing services at over 800
locations nationwide, Amerit Fleet Solutions is the go-to provider for
the most complex and demanding fleets across the country,
providing improved uptime, reliability and peace-of-mind.

Call or visit us today:

855-832-9922
KEEP ON ROLLING. TM

www.ameritfleetsolutions.com
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